Management Consulting

Conquer Today’s Complex Management Challenges

With today’s rapid changing technical influences, large quantities of complex information, and regulatory compliance requirements; managers of organizations, programs, and projects have an increasing difficult challenge to maintain an effective level of performance.

Today’s managers face everyday challenges associated with:

♦ Complex data
♦ Intricate technical processes
♦ Technological complexities
♦ Critical performance requirements
♦ Operational and performance risks
♦ Mandatory rules and regulations
♦ Reporting requirements

Effective management is neither a science nor an art, it is a practice learned through exposure to an experience with a wide variety of situations on a wide variety of projects and tasks. A typical manager lacks that exposure to a variety of projects, creating a handicap for learning best practices.

Management Consultants, on the other hand, transcend organizations and therefore gain the exposure variety that enables them to recognize the right techniques for the job at hand. Management Consulting has become a primary source for innovation in the practice of management.

Valador, Inc. provides Management Consulting that offers innovative organizational, program, and project management solutions. Our expert staff can help you with your specific management challenges in areas such as strategic planning, policy and procedure development, process improvement, independent assessment, analysis of alternatives, decision support, and regulatory compliance and reporting.

Valador combines strategic, technical, operational and organizational expertise with a proven, disciplined approach. We focus our Management Consulting on:

♦ Strategic planning and policy development
♦ Organized and operational effectiveness
- Program management support
- Acquisition management
- Project management
- Quality management
- Risk management
- Standard Operating Procedures definition and maintenance
- Independent analyses of alternatives
- Technical workgroup facilitation
- Regulatory compliance and reporting

Valador's Management Consulting experts work within the highest levels of government agencies to provide key strategies for agency operations, critical system acquisitions, continuity of operations, disaster assessment and recovery, and program restructuring or closing.

Examples of Valador's Management Consulting

- Technical, program management, and testing support for the Columbia Accident Investigation Board, which resulted in an award-winning final document
- U.S. Department of Agriculture acquisition management support for new enterprise financial system
- Independent assessments for NASA's Exploration Systems Architecture Study (ESAS) and Shuttle/Station Configuration Options (S/SCOT)
- Definition of a DoD Agency's Cyber Security Improvement Plan
- Creation of NASA's Strategic Management and Governance Handbook

Contract Vehicles
- GSA Alliant 2 Small Business: 47QTCH18D0146
- GSA VETS 2: 47QTCH18D0064
- GSA FSS MOBIS: GS-10F-0182N
- GSA FSS Group 70 IT: GS-35F-135AA
- FAA eFAST MOA: DTFWA10A-00107
- SeaPort-e: N00178-10-D6379
- USDA FSIS BPA: AG-3A94-B-09-0013
- USAID: AID-OAA-C-15-00097
- VA T4 IDIQ (Subcontract)
- VA T4NG IDIQ (Subcontract)
- IRS TIPSS 4 Small Business-MBOSS (Subcontract)
- DHS EAGLE II (Subcontract)
- DISA ENCORE II (Subcontract)
- HHS COOP/DR BPA (Subcontract)
- NETCENTS - 2 (Subcontract)

NAICS Codes
541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541712, 611512

DUNS Number
03-2042827

CAGE Code
1U9D5

Contact Valador to have our Management Consultants help you conquer your management challenges.